Low-noise, high-brightness, tunable source of picosecond pulsed light in the near-infrared and visible
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Abstract: We have built a flexible source of picosecond pulsed light in both the near-infrared and visible spectral regions. A photonic crystal fiber (PCF) was pumped with a pulsed 1064 nm fiber laser to generate four-wave mixing (FWM) sidebands at 947 nm and 1213 nm. This process was seeded at the idler wavelength with a tunable diode laser to limit the spectral width of the sidebands to less than 0.5 nm. Subsequently the idler was mixed efficiently with the residual pump in a nonlinear crystal to yield their sum frequency at 567 nm. All three outputs were tunable by adjusting the seed wavelength and all had very low pulse-to-pulse amplitude noise. This technique could be extended to different wavelength ranges by selecting different seed lasers and PCF.
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1. Introduction

Supercontinuum generation in photonic crystal fiber (PCF) has been phenomenally successful over the past decade in extending the spectral reach of laser light sources [1]. It is remarkable that by propagating high-intensity pulses centered at 800 nm or 1064 nm with only modest pulse energy through a few metres of PCF one can obtain a spectrum spanning from the edge of the ultraviolet to the mid-infra-red. Due to their many favourable characteristics (emission into a single spatial mode, versatility, low cost, and ease of use) these light sources have proved their worth in a host of applications, however they are not always ideal. The input pulse energy is spread over such a wide wavelength range that the spectral power density is usually quite low (on the order of 1mW/nm from a 20 MHz system); hence if a narrow wavelength range is filtered from the supercontinuum, the mean power will be small. Furthermore, because the spectral broadening is typically dependent on highly-nonlinear soliton-based processes, the output consists of multiple sub-pulses and exhibits a high level of noise. This noise is manifest in pulse-to-pulse fluctuations not only of the spectral amplitude but also of the arrival times of individual sub-pulses [2]. Seeding the supercontinuum can result in a moderate reduction in this noise [3], or it can be eliminated entirely by using an all-normal-dispersion PCF at the expense of significantly reduced bandwidth [4].

Parametric generation techniques in bulk optics have long been used for producing wavelengths that are not accessible directly using conventional lasers [5]. However, the ability of these sources to produce high powers over a broad range of wavelengths comes at a high price in terms of the complexity and cost of the optics required [6]. We have been focussing on developing light sources based on four-wave-mixing (FWM) in PCF [7]. For a wide range of wavelengths, FWM has the capability to address the problems of low power density inherent in the majority of supercontinuum sources while retaining the desirable characteristics of good spatial mode quality, low cost, and ease of use [8–11]. However, it is difficult to limit the bandwidth of the generated light to less than a few nm at best and also to obtain good conversion efficiencies into spectral regions far from the pump (for example to wavelengths of less than 650 nm for a pump at 1064 nm) [12–15].

Here we present a source of narrowband, tunable, picosecond pulses of light in a single spatial mode in both the near-infrared and visible spectral regions. Using a PCF, we generated narrow FWM sidebands in the near-infrared by parametric amplification [16] of a continuous-wave (CW) seed by a 0.5 MHz amplified fiber laser at 1064 nm. Both FWM sidebands had
bandwidths of less than 0.5 nm (much narrower than previous PCF-based FWM light sources [10,11,13,15]) and average spectral power densities in excess of 30 mW/nm; they were tunable between 910–950 nm (signal) and 1210–1280 nm (idler) by changing the seed wavelength.

The use of a narrowband seed resulted in high quality output pulses in both the spectral and temporal domains, allowing us subsequently to carry out sum-frequency generation (SFG) in a $\chi^{(2)}$ nonlinear crystal. We converted the residual pump and FWM idler to a 0.1 nm full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) band that could be tuned from 567 nm to 581 nm. This had a spectral power density of approximately 20 mW/nm and the maximum conversion efficiency from 1064 nm was over 2%. Furthermore, we show that conversion to any of these spectral bands was possible with no measurable increase in noise over that of the pump. These techniques are applicable to other wavelength ranges by selecting different lasers and PCF.

2. Experiment

The FWM PCF used in the experiments reported here was fabricated at the University of Bath. It was made from silica glass using the stack-and-draw process to obtain a pitch (hole spacing, $\Lambda$) of 3.1 $\mu$m and a hole diameter to pitch ratio ($d/\Lambda$) of 0.31. Two opposing holes adjacent to the core were made larger than the others in the cladding by including in the stack two capillaries with larger holes. In the drawn fiber these holes were 1.5 times the diameter of the remaining holes in the cladding structure thus making it birefringent.

The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. Our FWM pump laser was an amplified, modelocked 1064 nm fiber laser from Fianium Ltd., pulse-picked to operate at 0.5 MHz. The average output power was 200 mW, the pulse duration was approximately 40 ps, and the FWM spectral bandwidth was $\sim$0.25 nm. A half-wave plate (HWP) and polarizing beamsplitter (PBS) were used to control the pump power, and the rejected beam from the PBS was directed to a fast InGaAs photodiode (InGaAs PD) to monitor the pump pulses. The transmitted beam from the PBS was reflected from a long-wave-pass dichroic mirror (DM) and coupled into the FWM PCF with an efficiency of a little over 50%, giving a peak power in the fiber of approximately 5 kW. The seed laser was a home-built CW external-cavity tunable diode laser (TDL), based on the SAF1175S fiber-coupled half-butterfly gain chip available from Thorlabs. The average power of this laser was 50 mW at its central wavelength of 1220 nm and it could be tuned over a range of more than $\pm$50 nm. It had a FWHM bandwidth of less than 0.1 nm. The single-spatial–mode output from the fiber pigtail was directed through the DM and coupled into the FWM fiber concurrently with the pump laser, also with an efficiency of 50%. The pump and the seed were set independently to have the same linear polarization; this was oriented along one axis of the PCF using a HWP common to both beams.

![Fig. 1. Apparatus and scanning electron micrograph of PCF end face. See text for details.](image-url)
4-f prism filter or directly to the sum frequency apparatus. The central transmission wavelength of the prism filter could be varied across the entire FWM spectrum (from below 900 nm to above 1300 nm) and its bandwidth could be adjusted as required. In this configuration the HWP following the PCF was used to set the polarization of the FWM to be horizontal, giving the filter a mean in-band transmission of 0.65. The output of the filter could be directed to a power meter (PM). In order to perform SFG, the polarization of the entire FWM output was rotated to be vertical and it was focused using a 75 mm focal length lens into a 15 mm long noncritically-phasematched lithium triborate (LBO) crystal. The crystal was housed in an oven to allow temperature tuning between room temperature and 200°C. The crystal output was collimated and could be dispersed by a single prism to allow observations by eye and measurements of the sum-frequency (SF) component free from the residual FWM. Type-I phasematching in the LBO crystal ensured that the SF light was horizontally polarized and therefore approximately Brewster-angled upon arrival at the prism so little power was lost. The SF component was monitored either with a power meter or a fast silicon photodiode (Si PD) as shown. Alternatively the entire beam after the LBO crystal could be coupled into a multimode fiber and the full spectrum (of the residual pump, the FWM, and the SF) recorded on an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA, Ando AQ6315B).

Pump and seed powers are expressed as the average power propagating in the PCF, measured at the output end of the PCF. All the experiments reported here were performed using the same 390 mm length of PCF, chosen for optimum SF efficiency with 100 mW of pump power. For shorter fibers, the SF power was reduced as the FWM was less efficient, whereas for longer fibers the SF power was reduced due to nonlinear broadening of the pump and the generated FWM.

3. Four-wave mixing in the near-infrared

Pumping our PCF at 1064 nm without seeding we observed low-intensity, broadband spontaneous FWM. The effects of the fiber’s birefringence upon the phasematching were clear when switching the pump between the two principal axes, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Pumping on one fiber axis the peak signal (idler) gain was at approximately 930 nm (1240 nm) while on the other axis the peak gain occurred at 900 nm (1290 nm), suggesting that the zero-dispersion wavelength was at approximately 1068 nm. In both cases the FWM was generated with the same polarization as the pump. The spontaneous FWM was approximately 30 dB lower in intensity than the pump and the signal and idler FWHM bandwidths were 20 nm and 40 nm respectively.

The radical effect of seeding at the idler wavelength can be seen in Fig. 2(b). Seeding at a wavelength of 1213 nm reduced the FWM bandwidths by almost two orders of magnitude, yielding a narrow-band conjugate at 947 nm. The narrow peaks at 777 nm, 853 nm, and 1411 nm in Fig. 2(b) are cascaded FWM processes [17] and the broad peak at 1030 nm is CW amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) from the pump laser; this also seeds a poorly-phasematched FWM process to generate weak (pulsed) light at 1100 nm. High-resolution plots of the seeded FWM peaks are shown in Fig. 2(d) and (f). The seeded FWM signal had a FWHM bandwidth of 0.37 nm and the idler bandwidth was 0.32 nm. As shown in Fig. 2(f), the generated idler spectrum was estimated by finding the difference between the seeded FWM spectrum at 1213 nm and the spectrum with only the seed present in the PCF. This is a valid approximation as, due to the mark-space ratio of the pump laser, the fraction of the CW seed involved in the FWM interaction was only around $2 \times 10^{-5}$ of the total. The maximum power generated in the signal was 15.8 mW (measured after the 4-f filter and corrected for filter loss) corresponding to a conversion efficiency from coupled pump power of over 15%. As the repetition rate was only 0.5 MHz this gives a pulse energy for the signal of over 30 nJ. It is reasonable to assume that the pulse duration of the signal was similar to that of the pump as the fiber length was much
Fig. 2. Spectra from a 390 mm length of FWM PCF with a pump power of 105 mW. (a) Spontaneous FWM (seed laser off) for each fiber axis, measured directly after the PCF. (b) Seeded FWM and SFG measured after the LBO crystal. Seed power of 1.1 mW (blue), unseeded (green), and seed only with pump blocked (red). Lower row shows individually normalized high-resolution (0.05 nm) spectra of each line also at a seed power of 1.1 mW, plotted on a linear scale: (c) SF; (d) FWM signal; (e) pump; (f) FWM idler as recorded (blue), seed only (red), idler minus seed (green).

less than the walkoff length (approximately 20 m for pump and signal), hence the peak power of the signal can be estimated to have been approximately 750 W. Figures were similar for the idler.

We calculated the maximum FWM gain at the idler wavelength by operating around the seeding threshold. For a seed power of 36 μW, at the maximum pump power the FWM idler output was measured to be 2.2 mW after propagation through 390 mm of PCF (the corresponding power in the unseeded idler was 0.41 mW). When seeded, the ratio of input to output power was 61, and hence the time-averaged gain at the seed wavelength was 18 dB. However, taking the mark-space ratio of the pump to define the fraction of the CW seed that actually takes part in the FWM interaction, the resulting amplification factor for this part of the seed is $3.0 \times 10^6$, yielding a FWM gain of 65 dB.

4. Sum-frequency generation of visible pulses

The change resulting from seeding is even more dramatic in the SF output, shown in Figs. 2(b) and (c). Without seeding there was negligible SF generated (less than 0.1 mW), due both to the low power and broad bandwidth of the FWM idler (the majority of which could not be simultaneously phase-matched in the long LBO crystal). However, when the idler was reduced in bandwidth and increased in power by coupling the seed into the PCF, the SF beam appeared bright to the naked eye and its FWHM bandwidth was reduced commensurately to 0.11 nm. In the optimum configuration, it had an average power of over 2 mW, corresponding to a pulse energy
of 4 nJ and representing an efficiency from coupled pump power to SF of approximately 2%. In this case, the SF was at 567 nm and additionally there were three poorly-phasematched second harmonic (SH) peaks near the SF: 607 nm (SH of 1213 nm idler), 532 nm (SH of 1064 nm pump; this appears also in the unseeded case), and 474 nm (SH of 947 nm signal). The intensity of all the SH components was very low; it could be increased for each one individually by temperature-tuning the LBO crystal but (with the exception of 532 nm) the power in each SH component was never more than 100 μW. Using a fast photodiode and sampling oscilloscope, the SF was observed to consist of a single pulse in the time domain with a duration of less than 40 ps (limited by the measurement bandwidth).

5. Optimization and noise measurements

The tuning capability of our source is demonstrated in Fig. 3. By tuning the seed from 1213 nm to 1278 nm the FWM signal was tuned from 947 nm to 911 nm and the SF from 567 nm to 581 nm respectively. This was achieved at almost constant SF power due to the flexibility afforded by the different phasematching conditions of the two fiber axes: the spectra with the seed at 1213 nm and 1240 nm (SF at 567 nm and 573 nm) were obtained using one axis, and the spectra with the seed at 1255 nm and 1278 nm (SF at 576 nm and 581 nm) with the other axis. As a result of the noncritical phasematching of the SFG crystal, only its temperature (and not its angle) needed to be adjusted to ensure proper phasematching each time the seed wavelength was changed. Furthermore, noncritical phasematching allowed the exceptionally high beam quality of the fiber mode to be replicated in the SF as the light propagated along one of the crystal’s optic axes without spatial walkoff.

Figure 4 shows the dependence of both the FWM signal and the SF output powers on seed power and pump power. The signal power was measured by switching the PCF output into the prism filter and selecting only the signal wavelength. Note that, in order to take account of the filter transmission of 0.84, the plotted signal powers must be multiplied by ~1.2 to obtain the signal power directly after the PCF.

The seed power was varied from zero up to the maximum available power of 32 mW at a pump power of approximately 100 mW. As the plot in Fig. 4(a) demonstrates, the threshold for seeding was very low (around 30 μW). Above threshold the signal and SF power increased rapidly. The signal power peaked at a seed power of 4 mW – due to the mark-space ratio of the pump laser, this corresponds to an average power of only 80 nW interacting with the pump pulses. At higher seed powers, the signal power fell due to increased nonlinear conversion into wavelengths not transmitted by the filter. The SF power gradually rose as the seed was increased towards its maximum power.
The dependence on pump power was investigated with the seed power fixed at 10 mW. From Fig. 4(b) we can see that, once over the FWM pump threshold at 40 mW, the increase in signal power was initially quadratic with pump power but then slowed down towards 100 mW. This roll-off occurred due to the broadening of the pump by the fiber nonlinearity, and also because the fiber length was chosen for a pump power of 100 mW to be optimal for SFG rather than FWM. However, the SF power, due to its dependence on both the pump power and the signal power, does not show the same trend. The SF power increases approximately linearly from the FWM threshold to the maximum available power and it appears that if we could increase our pump power beyond 108 mW the SF power would continue to increase.

For a fixed seed power, the bandwidths of both the FWM and SF changed slightly with both pump power and seed wavelength. However, for the range of pump powers used here, the seed power could always be adjusted to minimize the bandwidths and give values similar to those listed above. Typically the seed power required was between 1–10 mW and after this adjustment had been made the output powers were close to their maxima, as suggested by Fig. 4(a).

We carried out noise analysis using four photodiodes, two of which are shown in Fig. 1. Si photodiodes were used to measure the signal and SF pulses; InGaAs photodiodes monitored the idler and the pump (to ensure that its noise remained constant throughout). A digital oscilloscope connected to a PC was used to record the maximum voltage registered by each photodiode for each of 1000 trigger events (each trigger corresponding to a single optical pulse). The response time of the photodiodes was slow compared to the pulse duration and hence these maximum voltages were proportional to the pulse energy. Measurements were first performed for seeded FWM and SF, and then for spontaneous FWM and SF with the seed laser blocked. Subsequently, the FWM PCF was replaced with a 7 m length of highly-nonlinear PCF in which the pump propagated in the anomalous dispersion regime, generating a supercontinuum spanning the visible. A 35 nm bandwidth section centered at 570 nm was filtered from this
supercontinuum using the prism filter, and the noise measurement was repeated for 1000 pulses of the supercontinuum. A relatively broad wavelength range had to be used to obtain enough signal from the photodiode due to the low spectral power density of the supercontinuum.

Table 1. Measured noise figures, expressed as standard deviations of Gaussian fits to normalized pulse energy distribution data (similar to that shown in Fig. 4(c)). Errors are 95% confidence bounds on the standard deviations of the fits. Note that in the seeded case, the signal and idler data were taken at a seed power of 12 mW and the SF at a seed power of 1 mW. Pump power was approximately 100 mW throughout.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pump</th>
<th>Signal</th>
<th>Idler</th>
<th>SF</th>
<th>SC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unseeded</td>
<td>0.012(1)</td>
<td>0.21(2)</td>
<td>0.19(2)</td>
<td>0.17(1)</td>
<td>0.16(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeded</td>
<td>0.0065(2)</td>
<td>0.0060(1)</td>
<td>0.0096(1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples of normalized pulse energy histogram data are displayed in Fig. 4(c) along with Gaussian fits to the distributions, and the noise figures are shown in Table 1. It is clear that the unseeded FWM, unseeded SF, and the supercontinuum (SC) were very noisy, with fractional standard deviations in pulse energy of 15–20%. The high noise level in spontaneous FWM is because the generated fields are initiated by quantum zero-point fluctuations which are inherently random. The supercontinuum is a result of spectral broadening that is also seeded from noise and depends on soliton effects that are very sensitive to the initial pump pulse conditions, greatly amplifying any noise that is already present [2].

In contrast, when the FWM process was seeded, the amplitude noise was drastically reduced. The seeded FWM signal and idler as well as the SF had very low amplitude noise, all exhibiting fractional standard deviations in their pulse energy of less than 1%. These measurements demonstrate explicitly one of the primary advantages of seeded FWM: the signal and idler (as well as subsequent nonlinear interactions) can be incredibly stable with no increase in pulse-to-pulse amplitude noise over that of the pump laser.

6. Conclusion

Using a 1064 nm amplified fiber laser pulsed at 0.5 MHz, we have demonstrated the generation of narrowband tunable picosecond pulses between 910–950 nm and 1210–1280 nm by seeded FWM in a PCF and between 567 nm–581 nm by subsequent SFG of the FWM idler and residual pump. The beam quality of all outputs was very high due to the use of a single-mode PCF and noncritically-phasematched nonlinear crystal. The peak power in both near-infrared pulses was approximately 750 W, their spectral power density was over 30 mW/nm, and the generation efficiency of each was about 15 %. The visible pulses had a peak power of approximately 100 W, spectral power density around 20 mW/nm, and an overall generation efficiency (taking into account both cascaded nonlinear processes) of over 2 %. The amplitude noise of all three outputs was limited only by that of the pump, and each consisted of a single pulse in the time domain. Scaling this up to a 20 MHz laser system with the same pulse parameters as our 0.5 MHz system (possible with current technology as it requires an average power of only 8 W) would yield pulses with a spectral power density of 800 mW/nm in the visible and 1.2 W/nm in the IR.

This technique can be readily extended to other wavelengths. For example, by using a seed laser similar to the one reported here but emitting at 1375 nm, coupled to a slightly different PCF, one could generate SF pulses at 600 nm. Furthermore, by seeding at 1550 nm the FWM signal would fall in the middle of the Ti:Sapphire wavelength range, at 810 nm.
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